
FOWEY NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN 

MINUTES OF MEETING HELD ON 

Tuesday 10 June 2016 

AT 7pm 

Present:  Katherine Alexander. Ruth Finlay, Giles Asker, Chris Wharton, Kathleen Jones, 
Richard Rashleigh, Carol Eardley, Heather Hunt 

 

1. Apologies for absence:  None 

2. Declaration of interests:  None 

3. To approve minutes of  9th February  2016,  approved by Giles Asker and Chris Wharton 

4. There were no matters arising from the minutes   

5. The finances remaining from the Big Lottery grant were discussed. RF had a meeting with 
Claire Hurley of CRCC last Monday and handed over the Housing and Quality of Life 
objectives, which she will give  to James Evans (the Planner,), to see whether we can move 
forwards with them as policies. 

RF spoke to Claire  Hurley (CRCC) that we have £5,500 which we need to allocate by August 
which is the deadline to have spent the money from the Lottery.  

  
 6. Workshops: We have two remaining workshops to organise and decided to put the 
Environment one on Saturday 2nd July at the Community Centre - if we can? The Business 
workshop we will try to have with the Chamber in September- Katherine will ask them for 
dates and will try to have it in the Lugger, where they usually meet. 

7. Sub groups: It was agreed that we really need to have sub groups on each of our 
objectives; so I have asked Giles to head up the Housing group with myself, Chris and 
hopefully Kate as members. 

I will head up the Environment group, volunteers? ; Quality of Life needs to be someone like 
Heather but this is a very busy time with the Community Centre coming on board, I will be a 
member - do we have another volunteer?  This leaves the Business Group, which I hope will 
have Katherine and Richard as well as myself. 

What these sub groups will do is;  they will have a small group (3 or 4), meeting   to look at 
the information from our questionnaire, parish plans etc only on their  specific topic and see 
if they make sense,  whether they repeat each other etc. while also having a look at other 
N Plans such as the Roseland, St Ives etc to see what they have come up with- there is a lot 



of commonality in these N Plans; they might express things differently. These groups will be 
essential to assess and filter our emerging draft policies. 

  
8. There was no other business 
9. Date of next meeting September 27th. 
 


